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GA144

http://www.greenarraychips.com/

http://www.greenarraychips.com/




it’s a kind of computer

For a taste of what it’s like to program a node:

https://mschuldt.github.io/www.colorforth.com/inst.htm

https://mschuldt.github.io/www.colorforth.com/inst.htm


This is the arrayForth simulator/IDE

Top right is a picture of the whole chip, 18x8

On the left is the state of the highlighted 8x4 region of CPUs

To the right is a memory dump of one node.

My alternative toolchain is at

https://github.com/jamesbowman/ga144tools/blob/master/src/flashwrite.ga

https://github.com/jamesbowman/ga144tools/blob/master/src/flashwrite.ga


flash

The GA144 eval board uses a SST25WF080, an 8 Mbit flash



it’s a kind of memory





slow to write, slower to erase

For example, for 4K on SST25W:

write .1 ms (4096× 25µs)

erase 35 ms

On MX25L:

write 22.4 ms

erase 60 ms



The source for node 705’s ROM is in block 1428 at

http://excamera.com/files/cf.html

http://excamera.com/files/cf.html


Chuck’s code is at:

https://mschuldt.github.io/www.colorforth.com/flash.htm

https://mschuldt.github.io/www.colorforth.com/flash.htm


A traditional way of managing flash contents.

• The PC has the original flash image and runs a driver

program

• the microcontroller µc writes blocks into RAM then

copies them to flash

A bootloader is one example of this.

For GA144, there’s no microcontroller or RAM. So must do

something di�erent.



reading



Node 705 reads the flash, sends the data east. Node 708 is a

UART transmitter.

From the PC’s point of view, it loads the program and the GA144

dumps the flash contents.

Code is at:

https://github.com/jamesbowman/ga144tools/blob/master/src/flashread.ga

https://github.com/jamesbowman/ga144tools/blob/master/src/flashread.ga


writing



This won’t work. The async node needs to wait for each flash

operation.



need 4K of storage

But nobody has really figured out how to make an e�ective

large RAM yet.



RECITE

RECITE nodes write out their contents, then become wire

nodes.



Code is at

https://github.com/jamesbowman/ga144tools/blob/master/src/flashwrite.ga

https://github.com/jamesbowman/ga144tools/blob/master/src/flashwrite.ga


\ Send contents to DST then carry SRC to DST
@p @p @p @p

SRC
DST
3
60

push a! b!
: main

@+ !b unext
a!

: wire
@ !b jump wire

Each RECITE node uses 3 words for program. The remaining 61

words of program are available for data.

This is why the constants 3 and 60 (61-1) appear here.

So each node is 122 bytes, and 4K requires 33 nodes.



Nodes 604 through 704 hold 4K of data.

Node 705 erases the flash, then reads from its WEST port to

get each word, and writes it to flash.

After it completes it sends a byte to node 708, which outputs it.



P=/dev/ttyUSB0

./flash.py $P write war_and_peace.txt

./flash.py $P read new.txt 3359550

The flash utility is now included in ga144tools

Write speed is about 18K/s



PLOW



PLOW(‘RECITE’, 604, SOUTH,
WEST, S6, WEST,

N6, WEST, S6, WEST,
N6, NORTH,
EAST, EAST, EAST, EAST, EAST)
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